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SUMMARY

A case of human rabies with cardiac involvement and viral inclusion bodies in the heart is presented. The Negri bodies were found in the Schwann cells of the right epicardial atrium, with secondary mononuclear cells inflammation. In the myocardium, an interstitial edema, proliferation of Anitschkov and rare mononuclear inflammatory cells were seen. There was no relevant cardiovascular signs or symptoms. The rarity of histological descriptions of Negri bodies in the heart is stressed, as well as the importance of cardiac involvement as a potential complication for cases with life prolonged by intensive care units, or in the end-stages of the disease.

INTRODUCTION

Clinical and/or pathological heart involvement in human rabies has been already reported in few cases (revised by WARRELL (1)). The cause of death was not the cardiac lesions, but encephalitis; however, probably they play an important role in the end-stages of the disease, or in cases with a more prolonged evolution in intensive care units which may prolong life up to 133 days (ARAUJO et al.; BHATT et al.; CHEETHAN & HART; EMMONS et al.; RUBIN et al.; WARRELL). Furthermore, there are descriptions of human rabies cases with recovery, stressing the importance of occasional complications and their future prevention (HATTWICK et al.).

Among the cases showing myocarditis, just one had Negri bodies in the heart; the viral inclusion bodies were in a parasympathetic cardiac neuron, associated with inflammatory cells (ARAUJO et al.).

This paper reports another case of human rabies with cardiac involvement and the presence of viral inclusion bodies in the atrial nervous branches.

CASE DESCRIPTION

A.M.S., a 12 years-old white boy who came from Araguari, Minas Gerais State (M.G.), Brazil. Six days before admission he had a sudden episode of fever, malaise and psychomotor agitation treated symptomatically, without improvement. Two days after appeared dysphagia with refusal of fluids and food. He was first admitted in Hospital of the University of Uberlândia, M.G., where the clinical diagnosis of rabies was established. The cerebrospinal fluid examination demonstrated 100 cells, with absolute predominance of mononuclear cells. The clinical picture persisted together with intense excitation, psychic and behavioral disturbances, hydrophobia and aerophobia. In this occasion, six days after the first symptom, he was transferred to the “Hospital das Clínicas” of the São Paulo University, Medical School.
The pulse was 70/min. and mean blood pressure 7x6 cm Hg; there was excessive salivation and dehydration. The neurological examination demonstrated somnolence, psychic confusion, blurred voice, dysarthria, stiff neck and generalized clonic movements at the least stimulation; no motor deficits could be found. There was no cardiovascular abnormalities besides the hypotension.

In the next 48 hours the disease progressed to total areflexia, probably with brain stem damage, inferred by the appearing of apnea, and death. The family informed that the patient used to go to a farm in whose house lived bats; he had also been bitten by a dog two months earlier, without information on neither the animal health condition nor the injury site.

At autopsy, fragments of cerebellum were used both for rabies virus demonstration, through specific immunofluorescent (Instituto Pasteur of São Paulo) and biological assay in mice with positive results.

The heart weighed 1.574 g, was edematous and congested with flattened and broad convolutions in the right frontal side a perforating lesion was seen, due to trepanation for intracranial pressure control. The microscopical study showed a moderate degree of mononuclear inflammatory cells around vessels and necrotic or degenerating neurons, together with a few neutrophils. Many of these neurons had cytoplasmatic Negri bodies (Fig. 1). Such alterations were more intense in brain stem, basal ganglia and hypothalamus. The meninges were grossly whitish and the histopathological examination showed an intense neutrophilic inflammatory response, mainly around the trepanation area.

The heart and other organs were grossly normal. In the myocardial interstitium a moderate degree of edema, hyperplasia of Anitschkov cells, few mononuclear inflammatory cells, absence of cardiac fiber necrosis and a few neutrophils were seen (Fig. 2). Around the right atrial parasympathetic nervous branches mononuclear cells were numerous and the ganglionar cells showed retraction and picnotic nuclei (Fig. 3). In the cytoplasm of Schwann cells Negri bodies could be found (Fig. 4). In the adrenal medulla an intense mononuclear cell inflammatory response was also found, without necrosis or viral inclusion bodies.

**DISCUSSION**

There are few clinico-pathological reports of cardiac involvement in the course of human rabies.
rabies in patients without previous heart diseases (ARAÚJO et al.; CHEETHAN & HART; ROSS & ARMENTROUT; ROUX et al.; WARELL).

The incidence of histopathological lesions is variable; ARAÚJO et al. found focal interstitial myocarditis in 43.5% of 23 human cases. On the other hand, ROUX et al. studying 11...
human cases, demonstrated cardiac involvement in all. However, from the microscopic standpoint, the lesions consisted of a variable association of degenerative, congestive and inflammatory alterations frequently mild and focal. A diagnosis of myocarditis could not always be done.

In some series the rabies virus were isolated in the heart or was seen in epicardial nervous cells, allowing the etiology of the myocardial lesions to be ascertained (ARAUJO et al.; DUEÑAS et al.; ROUX et al.; WARRELL et al.).

In many reported cases there were, besides the pathological alterations, cardiovascular signs and symptoms and pulmonary complications such as: hypotension (CHEETHAN & HART; ROSS & ARMENRTROUT); cardiac arrhythmias (CHEETHAN & HART; MILLER & NATHANSON; ROSS & ARMENRTROUT; ROUX et al.) and inespecific electrocardiographic alterations (ROSS & ARMENRTROUT; WARRELL).

In this case, besides the hypotension, no other clinical alterations were observed. However, an inflammatory response around atrial nervous branches, associated with myocardial interstitial alterations was found. If the patient had survived for a longer period these lesions would probably have become worse and a straightforward picture of myocarditis could possibly be seen. The microscopic cardiac picture was considered due to the rabies virus because of the presence of Negri bodies in the heart; however it was not discarded the possibility that, at least partially, the interstitial alterations were reactive to the acute meningitis.

The data presented reinforce the previous observations on the etiology of myocarditis (or of the histopathological alterations) in the course of human rabies and the rarity of pathological reports describing Negri bodies in the heart.

On the other hand, the finding of Negri bodies in the heart and the inflammatory response in the adrenal medulla are evidences for the dissemination by centrifugal passive transport of rabies genome in axoplasm of peripheral nerves from the central nervous system (MILLER & NATHANSON).

RESUMO

Comprometimento cardíaco na raiva humana
Relato de caso

Os Autores descrevem um caso humano de raiva sem dados clínicos que indicassem com...
prometimento cardíaco. No entanto, ao examinarmos microscópicamente o coração, à necrópsia, foi observado infiltrado inflamatório ao redor de ramos musculariosos do epicárdio do átrio direito, ao lado de corpúsculos de Negri intracitoplasmáticos nas células de Schwann. No miocárdio foi verificado edema intersticial, reatividade das células pertencentes ao sistema monocítico-fagocitário e raras células inflamatórias mononucleares. É salientada a raridade de descrições semelhantes, bem como a importância do envolvimento cardíaco como potencial complicação para os casos submetidos a tratamento intensivo e, portanto, com evolução mais prolongada, ou nos estágios finais da doença.
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